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Abstract: 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF2) has been recently regarded as a promising alterna-
tive engine fuel. However, the chemical reaction mechanism for MTHF2 combustion in the engine
has not been reported to date. In this study, a reduced diesel/MTHF2 reaction mechanism with
only 78 species among 233 reactions was constructed for diesel/MTHF2 dual-fuel engine simula-
tions. Firstly, a diesel surrogate mechanism involving the sub-mechanisms of n-decane, iso-octane,
methylcyclohexane (MCH), toluene, a reduced mechanism of C2-C3 species and a detailed mech-
anism of H2/CO/C1 was selected. Secondly, a skeletal MTHF2 mechanism containing 54 species
and 294 reactions was formulated under engine-relevant conditions using combined mechanism
reduction methods. Thirdly, a reduced sub-mechanism of MTHF2 oxidation with 11 species and
13 reactions was extracted and combined with the four-component diesel surrogate fuel mechanism.
Subsequently, the reduced diesel/MTHF2 mechanism was obtained by improving the combined
five-component mechanism based on sensitivity analysis. Finally, the proposed mechanism was
validated with selected experimental data of ignition delay times, flame species concentrations and
laminar flame speeds. In addition, the new measurements from diesel/MTHF2 dual-fuel engine
combustion were obtained and then utilized to further assess the developed mechanism. Over-
all, the developed diesel/MTHF2 mechanism can be used for diesel and MTHF2 dual-fuel engine
combustion simulation.

Keywords: 2-methyltetrahydrofuran; diesel; reduced mechanism; dual-fuel engine

1. Introduction

Greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector contribute to anthropogenic
climate change. The application of alternative fuels is an efficient strategy to reduce CO2
emissions from transportation facilities. Among various alternative fuels, saturated and
unsaturated cyclic ethers have recently received a lot of attention due to their renewable
and eco-friendly properties [1–5]. 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF2), as a representative
example of saturated furans, has the potential to improve the combustion of internal
combustion engines (ICEs) owing to its oxygenated nature. Large-scale production of
MTHF2 from cellulosic biomass carbohydrates can be achieved via the processes of catalytic
and pyrolytic [6,7]. Moreover, the lower heating value (LHV) of MTHF2 (32.7 MJ/L) is
similar to that of gasoline (~31.6 MJ/L) [8]. With the above-mentioned merits, MTHF2 has
been proposed as a favorable alternative transportation fuel.

The application of MTHF2 fuel in practical ICEs has been experimentally investigated
recently. Rudolph and Thomas [9] reported that a gasoline/MTHF2 blend containing
10% MTHF2 could produce similar engine emissions and performance compared to pure
gasoline. Comparisons were also conducted by Lucas et al. [10] when a SI engine us-
ing pure gasoline and gasoline/MTHF2 blend, and the comparisons demonstrated that
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gasoline/MTHF2 blend with 60% MTHF2 in volume had the advantage in lessening hy-
drocarbon (HC), carbon monoxide (CO) and benzene emissions compared to gasoline but
raised nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission slightly. The experiments of Thewes et al. [11] found
that MTHF2 combustion yields lower emission levels of HC and particulate matter (PM)
compared to gasoline, while a similar NOx emission level was produced. Janssen et al. [12]
concluded that PM emission could be almost entirely reduced when a diesel engine used a
blend of 70% MTHF2 and 30% di-n-butylether by volume. The pre-ignition characteristics
of a SI optical engine using gasoline, ethanol, MTHF2 and 2-methylfuran were explored by
Hülser et al. [13]. Their results indicated that the overall ignition tendencies of gasoline,
MTHF2 and 2-methylfuran corresponded well to the octane ratings.

In order to deeply explore the pyrolysis and oxidation characteristics of MTHF2,
substantial advanced fundamental research has also been performed to date. Mosham-
mer et al. [14] established a detailed MTHF2 mechanism that included 185 species among
1412 reactions. This mechanism was validated by comparing their measured species con-
centration profiles from a low-pressure (40 mbar) premixed MTHF2 flame. Furthermore, it
was taken to study the ignition characteristic of MTHF2 by Wang et al. [15], who reported
that this mechanism satisfactorily reproduces the experimental shock tube (ST) ignition
delay times (IDTs) under high-temperature conditions. The pyrolysis products, premixed
flame structure and laminar flame speeds (LFSs) for MTHF2 were experimentally studied
by Bruycker et al. [16] at various operating conditions. The authors also proposed a de-
tailed mechanism for MTHF2 oxidation and pyrolysis, which could satisfactorily reproduce
the experimental data of speciation profiles and LFSs. Tripathi et al. [17] determined the
IDTs of MTHF2 at 10–40 atm with equivalence ratios (ϕ) of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 by utilizing
a high-pressure ST (HPST) and a rapid compression machine (RCM). Meanwhile, they
built a detailed mechanism with 250 species and 2494 reactions, and the experimental
IDTs and flame species concentrations were used to evaluate its performance. The IDTs of
stoichiometric MTHF2/oxygen (O2)/inert mixtures in the pressure range 0.3–2.1 MPa were
measured by Fenard et al. [18]. In addition, they proposed a detailed MTHF2 oxidation
mechanism with 507 species and 2425 reactions. The measurements of IDTs and flame
speciation data were taken to evaluate this mechanism. A detailed MTHF2 oxidation
model consisting of 282 species among 1712 reactions was built by Wang et al. [19] from the
mechanism of Moshammer et al. [14]. They validated this mechanism by employing their
experimental IDT data covering an overall temperature range of 1050–1800 K, ϕ = 0.5–2.0
for pressures ranging from 1.2 to 10 atm. Recently, Wang and his co-workers [20] built
a detailed high-temperature oxidation model for the MTHF2/iso-octane mixture, and
the performance of the detailed mechanism was evaluated against measured LFS, IDT
and laminar flame structure. Wu et al. [21] constructed a reduced saturated furanic fuels
mechanism containing 56 species and 183 reactions. The predictive performance of this
mechanism was assessed by comparing the previous fundamental experimental data, but
the applicability of the reduced mechanism in practical ICEs was not reported.

As stated above, the previous engine tests [9–13] have demonstrated that MTHF2 is
a promising alternative or additive for gasoline and diesel. However, numerical studies
should be conducted before the wide application of MTHF2 in practice to better realize the
effects of MTHF2 fuel on engine performance. Multi-dimensional engine simulations can
be performed by coupling accurate and reliable fuel chemistry with a small size. However,
as far as we know, this is the first work to construct the reduced diesel/MTHF2 mechanism
for engine simulation.

In this study, a mixture of n-decane, iso-octane, toluene, and methylcyclohexane (MCH)
was applied as a diesel surrogate, and a reduced diesel/MTHF2 mechanism comprised of
only 78 species among 233 reactions was developed. The developed mechanism was well
evaluated against the measured results of ST IDTs, species concentrations from JSRs and
laminar premixed burners, LFSs, and diesel/MTHF2 dual-fuel engine combustion.
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2. Mechanism Development

A decoupling methodology [22,23] was utilized to construct the new reduced diesel/
MTHF2 mechanism, which can yield a skeletal mechanism with compact size while the
ignition and combustion characteristics can be well retained. With this methodology,
reduced sub-mechanisms of different fuels’ oxidation were coupled with a reduced C2-C3
mechanism and a detailed H2/CO/C1 mechanism.

2.1. Base Diesel Surrogate Mechanism

The four-component diesel surrogate fuel model from the work of Chang and co-
workers [22] was adopted as the base mechanism, and this model was constructed by
applying the decoupling methodology [22,23]. As known, commercial diesel fuel is a
mixture of hundreds to thousands of hydrocarbon components, and its main components
can be classified as n-alkanes, iso-alkanes, cycloalkanes and aromatics [24]. Those four
components in actual diesel fuel were represented by n-decane, iso-octane, MCH and
toluene, respectively, in the diesel surrogate of Chang et al. [22]. And the key physico-
chemical parameters of diesel fuel, such as C/H ratio, LHV and aromatic content, could be
reasonably captured by determining the composition of the four surrogate fuels. Moreover,
the four-component mechanism has been widely validated using the measurements of
shock tube IDTs, species profiles from fundamental burners, LFSs, and extinction strain
rates. It has been demonstrated that an overall satisfactory match between the simulations
and measurements was acquired.

2.2. The Reduced MTHF2 Mechanism

The detailed combustion kinetics model for MTHF2 developed systematically by
Tripathi and his co-workers [17] was chosen for constructing the diesel/MTHF2 mecha-
nism in the present study. As previously mentioned, this detailed mechanism compares
250 species and 2494 reactions and has been validated against measured results under
engine-like conditions. The decoupled species and irrelevant reactions contained in the
detailed MTHF2 mechanism were initially removed with the directed relation graph with
error propagation (DRGEP) method [25–28]. This reduction process was conducted with a
wide range of conditions: 1–80 bar, temperatures of 600–1600 K, and ϕ = 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0.
IDTs of MTHF2/air mixtures were adopted as the constraint parameter, and the predicted
IDT was determined as the time of temperature increasing from reflected shock temper-
ature by 400 K. After the DRGEP reduction process, a reduced MTHF2 mechanism with
87 species among 507 reactions was acquired.

Subsequently, the obtained reduced mechanism was further downsized with the
reaction path analysis (RPA) method. During this reduction stage, the RPA for MTHF2
was done under temperatures of 700 and 1500 K with a pressure of 40 bar and simulation
times corresponded to 20% fuel consumption. The reactions with negligible flux path were
identified and eliminated, which led to the generation of a new skeletal MTHF2 combustion
model comprised of 57 species among 301 reactions. Figure 1 presents a comparison of
calculated IDTs of MTHF2/air using the detailed Tripathi’s mechanism [17] and the reduced
MTHF2 mechanism based on the DRGEP and RPA methods. As seen, the ignition delays
calculated by the two mechanisms were quite similar at different operating conditions.
This indicates that the main reaction pathway of MTHF2 was reasonably preserved in the
reduced MTHF2 mechanism.

Based on the new skeletal MTHF2 mechanism, a RPA of stoichiometric MTHF2/air
mixtures oxidation at low and high temperatures are depicted in Figure 2. As seen, MTHF2
was firstly consumed through H-abstraction reactions, yielding two isomers (MTHF22J and
MTHF25J). The isomers for large molecule radicals can be lumped to further minimize the
number of species in the generated reduced MTHF2 mechanism. It is observed that the
main channel of MTHF2 consumption was H-atom abstraction to produce the MTHF25J
radical; this path consumes about 67.4% and 72.7% of MTHF2 at 700 and 1500 K, respec-
tively. Therefore, MTHF25J remained to maintain the major combustion reaction pathways
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of MTHF2. Due to the formation reaction of MTHF22J consuming 32.6% and 27.3% of the
MTHF2 fuel at 700 and 1500 K, respectively, thus the process of isomer lumping would in-
troduce some errors in the predictions, as seen in Figure 3, especially at the low-temperature
region, the maximum induced error recorded was 93.92%, 94.97%, 95.69% and 96.05% at
10, 20, 40 and 80 bar, respectively. The errors introduced by the removal of isomers and
non-essential reaction pathways can be reduced by adjusting the rate coefficients of the cor-
responding reactions. After the processes of mechanism reduction, a reduced mechanism
for MTHF2 oxidation containing 54 species and 294 reactions was formulated.
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2.3. Formation of the Reduced Diesel/MTHF2 Mechanism

As previously mentioned, the decoupling methodology [22,23] was adopted to con-
struct the skeletal combustion chemistry of diesel/MTHF2. Therefore, based on the newly
formulated reduced MTHF2 mechanism in the previous stage, the main fuel consumption
reactions of MTHF2 (11 species and 13 reactions) were extracted and merged with the base
diesel surrogate mechanism, and the co-oxidation or cross-reactions between various fuels
were not considered. Table 1 lists the complete MTHF2 sub-mechanism. After the merge,
a skeletal combined n-decane/iso-octane/MCH/toluene/MTHF2 mechanism included
78 species, and 233 reactions were obtained. As for the combined mechanism, the predic-
tive performance of the n-decane, iso-octane, MCH and toluene sub-mechanisms were
retained since the species or reactions in the base diesel surrogate mechanism were not
eliminated. However, due to the processes of mechanism reduction and combination, sig-
nificant deviations between the calculated ignition delays for MTHF2 using the combined
mechanism and the experimental data were observed, thus improvement for the MTHF2
sub-mechanism was conducted to lessen the induced error caused by the elimination of
unimportant reactions and isomers.
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Table 1. Reactions in MTHF2 sub-mechanism.

Reactions A (cm, mol, s) β E (cal/mol) Ref.

R1 MTHF2 + OH = MTHF25J + H2O 2.400 × 106 2.00 −2630 [17]
R2 MTHF2 + H = MTHF25J + H2 5.800 × 104 2.49 2330 This work
R3 MTHF2 + HO2 = MTHF25J + H2O2 2.800 × 105 2.69 15,348 This work
R4 MTHF2 + O2 = MTHF25J + HO2 2.865 × 1013 0.00 47,640 [17]
R5 MTHF25J + O2 = MTHF25OOJ 6.046 × 1014 −0.92 −130 [17]
R6 MTHF25OOJ = MTHF25OOH2J 3.080 × 106 1.53 14,622 [17]
R7 MTHF25OOH2J + O2 = MTHF25OOH2O2 2.464 × 1010 0.40 −800 [17]
R8 MTHF25OOH2O2 = MTHF22OOH5KET + OH 3.616 × 1010 0.13 14,470 [17]
R9 MTHF22OOH5KET => CH3CO + C2H4 + CO2 + OH 4.494 × 1013 0.00 41,600 This work
R10 MTHF25OOH2J => MTHF2O2-5 + OH 6.520 × 109 0.10 9330 [17]
R11 MTHF2O2-5 + OH => H2O + CH3 + 2CH2CO 6.064 × 109 0.00 0 This work
R12 MTHF25J = O*CCCCJC 5.000 × 1012 0.00 21,821 This work
R13 O*CCCCJC = C3H6 + CH2CHO 5.000 × 1013 0.00 19,789 [17]

In order to ascertain the sensitive reactions on IDT, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for
the ignition delays of stoichiometric MTHF2/air under temperatures of 600–1600 K at 10–80 bar,
as exhibited in Figure 4. The sensitivity coefficient (S) is defined as: S = (τ2.0/τ1.0) − 1, where
τ1.0 and τ2.0 are the original IDT and the simulated IDT with the pre-exponential factor
(A) of a reaction multiplied by two, respectively. A positive value of S extends the ignition
delay; thereby, the reactivity was reduced. According to the results of the sensitivity
analysis, the pre-exponential factors of five important sensitive reactions related to MTHF2
were adjusted. Table 1 summarizes the modified reactions and their rate parameters.
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3. Mechanism Validation

In this section, simulations were conducted by using the SENKIN, PREMIX and
perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) subroutines in the CHEMKIN package [29] and KIVA-3V
code [30]. The SENKIN code was employed to conduct ST IDT simulations. To simulate the
laminar premixed flames, the PREMIX code was used. JSR species profiles were simulated
using the PSR code. The KIVA-3V code [30] was adopted for the engine simulations.

3.1. Validation against Ignition Delay Times

According to the work of Chang et al. [22], 50.39% n-decane/10.56% iso-octane/12.86%
MCH/26.19% toluene (Surrogate A) and 26.67% n-decane/14.89% iso-octane/36.81%
MCH/21.64% toluene (Surrogate B) were confirmed as two diesel surrogate fuels. In
this section, both surrogates were employed to validate the reliability of the proposed five-
component surrogate mechanism for predicting the IDTs of real diesel fuel. The calculated
IDTs were compared with the experimental IDTs of F-76 diesel [31], HRD-76 diesel [31],
ULSD#2 diesel [32], FD9A diesel [32], China-V diesel [33] and China-VI diesel [34], as
shown in Figures 5 and 6. The pressure range for validation spans the range of 6–20 bar
under temperatures of 678–1371 K, which is close to diesel engine ignition and combustion
conditions [35]. Generally, the experimental results were reasonably reproduced using both
surrogate models, especially since the negative temperature coefficient behavior could be
captured under the low-temperature condition. Some disagreement between the predic-
tions and measurements can be primarily due to the discrepancy in component type and
component content among the surrogate fuels and real diesel fuels.
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In addition, the two surrogates exhibit similar IDT predictions at high temperatures
beyond 900 K, but the apparent difference between the predicted IDT values of the two sur-
rogates was observed at lower temperature conditions. As shown in Figure 6c,d, Surrogate
A obviously underestimates the experimental IDTs of China-VI diesel, but surrogate B was
able to well reproduce those experimental results, which indicates that the fuel component
proportions have a significant impact on the ignition behavior prediction. Commercial
China-VI diesel was adopted for the new dual-fuel engine experiments in this study. Thus,
surrogate B was chosen as the diesel surrogate fuel in the following section.

The IDT measurements for MTHF2 in HPST and RCM by Tripathi and his co-workers [17]
at pressures of 10, 20, and 40 bar, ranging temperatures of 639–1413 K and the experimen-
tal data in a ST for MTHF2 in argon (Ar)-diluted oxygen mixture by Wang et al. [19]
at 4 and 10 atm from 1112 to 1752 K were used to evaluate the developed mechanism.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the comparison of the calculated IDTs using the present mecha-
nism with the measurements, the predicted values of the detailed MTHF2 mechanism [17]
are also included for reference. As shown in Figure 7, the experimental results were fairly
reproduced using the two mechanisms under various pressure and temperature conditions,
although some deviations between the predicted data and experiments were present. It
was also observed from Figure 8 that both mechanisms could well capture the measured
IDTs at various operating conditions. However, the proposed mechanism slightly over-
predicts the IDTs compared to the experimental results and the predictions of the detailed
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mechanism [17] at temperatures beyond 1425 K. As the temperature increases to 1580 K,
the proposed mechanism overestimated the IDT with a 121.05% error from experimental
data at a fuel mole concentration of 0.5%, a pressure of 10 atm and ϕ = 0.5. Therefore, the
high-temperature chemistry of MTHF2 needs to be further improved.
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3.2. Validation against Species Concentration Profiles

Figure 9 demonstrates the measurements [36] and predictions for the major JSR species
profiles of synthetic diesel fuel, including O2, carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2),
hydrogen (H2), methane (CH4), formaldehyde (CH2O), acetylene (C2H2). The experimental
results were determined by Mati and his co-workers [36] over the temperature range of
800–1200 K, ϕ = 0.5 and 2.0, at 10 atm with residence time (τ) of 0.5 s. As seen, the proposed
mechanism tends to slightly under-estimate the reactivity in the two operating conditions.
The predicted CO and H2 concentrations agree with those of the measurements very
well. Although some deviations between the predicted values and the measurements were
noticed for the CO2, CH4 and CH2O profiles, the varying tendencies for the three species can
be well captured under the operating conditions. C2H2 has been considered an important
soot precursor [4,26]. As presented in Figure 9a, the simulated C2H2 concentration at lean
condition (ϕ = 0.5) meets the experimental data quite well. However, the experimental C2H2
mole fraction profile was not fully captured with the developed mechanism under fuel-rich
conditions (ϕ = 2.0), although the maximum mole fraction of C2H2 was properly predicted,
as displayed in Figure 9b. Overall, the proposed mechanism performs satisfactorily against
the experimental species concentration profiles considering its small size and the difference
in component composition between the surrogate model and synthetic diesel.

Bruycker et al. [16] measured the species mole fraction profiles in premixed MTHF2/O2/Ar
flames at 6.7 kPa and ϕ = 0.7, 1.0 and 1.3. In Figures 10–12, the measurements of reactants,
major combustion products and three selected intermediate species in the three premixed
flames are compared to the simulated results with the reduced diesel/MTHF2 mechanism
and the detailed MTHF2 mechanism [17]. As shown, the mole fractions of reactants
and major products were reasonably reproduced using the two models. However, the
simulations for the concentrations of CH4, C2H2 and propylene (C3H6) with the reduced
diesel/MTHF2 mechanism were only in qualitative agreement with those experimental
values, especially the detailed mechanism performs well for the C2H2 profile. Regardless,
the proposed mechanism qualitatively predicted the shape of C2H2 profiles with 81.86%,
78.84% and 73.93% under-prediction of the peak value of C2H2 concentration at ϕ = 0.7,
1.0 and 1.3, respectively, this behavior can be mainly ascribed to the simplification of the
MTHF2 sub-mechanism.
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3.3. Validation against Laminar Flame Speeds

Figure 13 compares the experimental [37,38] and predicted LFSs for ultra-low sulphur
grade diesel under atmospheric pressure at an elevated temperature of 470 K. Basically, pre-
dicted results with the developed mechanism reasonably match those of the experimental
flame velocities and the maximum error was 14.67%. As known, the reactions containing
small radicals and hydrocarbons dominate the flame velocities [22], and these reactions
in the base diesel surrogate mechanism are kept unmodified, which have been widely
verified by comparing fundamental experimental results. The agreement between the mea-
surements and simulations can be acceptable by considering the difference in components
between the surrogate model and real diesel, and the uncertainties in the measurements.

Figure 14 displays the predicted LFSs of MTHF2/air mixtures using the proposed
mechanism compared with the measured results taken from Wang et al. [20]. The predicted
values using the detailed MTHF2 mechanism [17] are also included. As can be seen,
the maximum flame velocity appears around ϕ = 1.1 for a given initial temperature and
pressure, and the LFSs of MTHF2/air mixtures were observed to decrease with the initial
temperature decrease or pressure increase. Generally speaking, a good match between
predicted values with the proposed mechanism and measurements was achieved, and the
current mechanism can well capture the dependence of flame velocities on temperature
and pressure.
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Figure 14. Measured (symbols) [36] and calculated (lines) species concentrations in a JSR for synthetic
diesel fuel/air mixtures at 10 atm, τ = 0.5 s, ϕ = 0.5 and 2.0.

3.4. Validation against the Dual Fuel Combustion in the Engine

A single-cylinder dual-fuel engine was employed for conducting new dual-fuel engine
experiments. Figure 15 displays the dual-fuel engine test system. Table 2 presents the
engine specifications and operating conditions. During the experiments, commercial China-
VI diesel was directly injected into the combustion chamber with a pressure of 60 MPa. A
low-pressure injector mounted in the intake port was used to supply MTHF2 fuel to the
intake manifold to form the homogeneous charge, and the start of injection (SOI) timing
was kept at −300 degrees crank angle (◦CA) after top dead center (ATDC). Two cases with
different diesel injection timing were used, with a diesel-equivalent total energy of about
18.2 mg/cyc. Pure diesel (M00) and M30 (the energy percentage of MTHF2 is 30%) fuels
were prepared and tested.
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Table 2. Dual-fuel engine specifications and operating conditions.

Parameter Value

Number of valves 4
Bore × Stroke (mm × mm) 96 × 115

Piston type flat
Engine speed (rpm) 1000

Intake temperature (K) 338
Intake pressure (bar) 1.04
Diesel fuel injector Bosch, 9 holes, 60MPa fuel injection pressure

Diesel injection timing (CA ATDC) −12.5◦, −10◦

Port fuel injector Delphi, 6 holes, 0.5MPa fuel injection pressure
Port fuel injection timing (CA ATDC) −300◦

EGR ratio (%) 0

A dual-fuel engine modelling study was performed with the KIVA-3V code [30], and
the simulated values were compared with measured results to appraise the predictive
capacity of the current mechanism on ICE. Table 3 summarizes the physicochemical models
used in this study. In addition, diesel spray and combustion processes were simulated
with the single-physical multi-chemical model [39,40]. The non-chemical-kinetic process
of diesel was simulated with the diesel fuel model DF2, and the ignition and combustion
processes of fuel/air mixture were modeled using the developed diesel/MTHF2 model,
and a mixture of 26.67% n-decane/14.89% iso-octane/36.81% MCH/21.64% toluene was
used as diesel surrogate. To reduce the computational cost, a 40-degree (1/9 of the cylinder)
mesh with the flat-top piston geometry was adopted, as illustrated in Figure 16.

Table 3. Computational sub-models used in the engine simulations.

Phenomenon Model

Turbulence Renormalized (RNG) k-εmodel [41]
Heat transfer Han and Reitz model [42]

Spray breakup KH-RT model [43]
Collision model Nordin model [44]

Spray-wall interaction model Han model [45]
Combustion model CHEMKIN [29]
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Figure 16. Computational mesh.

Figure 17 depicts the comparisons of the experimental data of in-cylinder pressure
and HRR and the simulations for M00 and M30 combustion under two different diesel
injection timings. As can be seen, the experiments of in-cylinder pressure and HRR can be
well reproduced using the proposed mechanism, although slightly higher HRR profiles
were predicted. The predicted difference may be due to the uncertainties of measurements
and simulation settings. Overall, the developed mechanism can reasonably simulate the
combustion behavior of diesel/MTHF2 dual-fuel engines.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, a reduced diesel/MTHF2 mechanism containing 78 species and 233 reac-
tions was developed. A diesel surrogate model consisting of n-decane, iso-octane, MCH
and toluene was selected as the base mechanism. Then, a reduced MTHF2 mechanism
involving 54 species and 294 reactions was obtained based on the methods of DRGEP, RPA
and isomer lumping. After that, a combined five-component mechanism was formulated
by coupling the base diesel surrogate mechanism and the reduced MTHF2 mechanism
based on the decoupling methodology. Finally, the rate parameters of some reactions in
the MTHF2 sub-mechanism were adjusted to improve the reproducibility. The proposed
diesel/MTHF2 mechanism was validated by comparing the literature data and the new ex-
perimental data in terms of ignition delays, flame species concentrations, LFSs, in-cylinder
pressure and HRR traces of dual-fuel engine combustion. The validation results illustrate
that the proposed reduced mechanism can give a fairly good prediction on the measure-
ments, but there is room for improvement in terms of predicting the IDTs of MTHF2 at high
temperatures and the small species concentrations in JSRs and premixed laminar flames.
Overall, the proposed mechanism could be applied for modelling diesel/MTHF2 dual-fuel
engine combustion.
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